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Introduction
When your friend is in a state of distress, you immediately notice the tension in 

his or her voice, even when the first sentences concern mundane topics. Further 

along in a conversation, a certain phrase or sentence can transmit more insight 

and meaning. Speech contains a wealth of information about the speaker’s state 

of mind, present not only in the words used, but also in the way these words are 

spoken. We discern information from speech all the time in everyday conversations. 

In serious cases of disturbances, when a psychiatric disorder is present, 

speech is noticeably affected as well, and is therefore commonly used to diagnose 

and assess a patient by trained clinicians. Sometimes this is relatively easy – 

someone sounds clearly “down” or even states “I feel depressed” - but at times 

the disturbances present in speech are more subtle, such as a decreased usage of 

connectives, an increased reference to the self or slightly rambling sentences. These 

subtle deviations of speech are not easily detected, even by a trained clinician.

Recent advancements in technology, chiefly natural language processing 

(NLP), have provided valuable techniques that can be used to analyze speech 

samples. Computational techniques can address both what is said (e.g., content 

aspects) and how it is said (e.g., acoustic aspects). Quantification of speech allows 

researchers to objectively measure aspects of speech in a psychiatric setting that 

are usually subjectively rated or sometimes not picked up at all.

The intersection between schizophrenia spectrum disorders, a group of 

severe, highly impacting psychiatric disorders, and quantitative measures of 

language and speech is the subject of this dissertation. Quantified language can be 

used to characterize, diagnose and assess schizophrenia-spectrum disorders. The 

focus of the research presented here lies primarily on semantics and phonetics of 

speech in order to differentiate subjects with schizophrenia-spectrum disorders 

from healthy controls, as well as the relation between speech features and specific 

symptoms, subtypes, as well as antipsychotic medication.

In order to understand the different approaches employed, a more thorough 

overview of schizophrenia-spectrum disorder, the speech disturbances present, 

and ways to quantify and assess these disturbances will be given in this introduction. 

Towards the end of this chapter the outline of the dissertation, including goals and 

overarching methods, as well as a short overview of each individual study will be 

presented. In the studies presented in chapters 2-6, various aspects of language 

and speech analysis in schizophrenia-spectrum disorder are explored. 
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1Schizophrenia-spectrum disorders
Schizophrenia-spectrum disorders are a group of psychiatric disorders that can 

have a severe impact on the lives of patients and the people close to them. The 

group encompasses diagnoses such as schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, 

schizophreniform disorder, and various types of psychosis. About 1.5% of people 

will develop schizophrenia-spectrum disorders during their lifetime (Rössler et al., 

2005).

Schizophrenia-spectrum disorder is characterized by impairment(s) of 

contact with reality, to think clearly and to behave in a way that is regarded as 

appropriate by society. Diagnosis is performed by clinicians, following criteria such 

as the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V; American 

Psychiatric Association, 2013). Onset of the disorder is typically in late adolescence 

or early adulthood, with higher age of onset in women. The disorder occurs 

more often in men than in women (Aleman et al., 2003; McGrath et al., 2004). 

The group of subjects diagnosed is very heterogeneous, with varying symptom 

profiles; two persons can each have schizophrenia-spectrum disorders without 

any overlapping symptoms. Some have a single psychotic episode, while others 

are chronically psychotic.

Before overt psychotic episodes become evident, some symptoms are 

usually already present; for example, a slowing of normal cognitive and emotional 

development, a period of social withdrawal, or symptoms such as depression 

commonly occur (Lieberman et al., 2002). Interestingly, speech developmental 

milestones in childhood are also delayed, pointing to the centrality of speech 

and language disturbances in schizophrenia-spectrum disorders (Ambelas, 1992; 

Jones et al., 1994).

The main treatment for schizophrenia-spectrum disorders is antipsychotic 

medication, at least during psychotic episodes and potentially also as maintenance 

treatment to prevent relapse. A variety of antipsychotic drugs exist, with 

classifications made in groups of typical or atypical, or depending on neuronal 

receptor affinity. These medications are more effective in relieving symptoms 

such as hallucinations and delusions, than other symptoms, notably apathy and 

depressive symptoms (Leucht et al., 2013). Usually, medication is taken for a 

minimum of a year after a psychotic episode, but many patients take medication 

constantly. This is partly dependent on the course of the disorder; some subjects 

have only a single psychotic episode while other have a relapsing or chronic variant 

of the disorder (Kazadi et al., 2008).
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Clinical disturbances in language and speech
Verbal communication disturbances have long been noted as a core symptom 

of schizophrenia-spectrum disorders. In the first published descriptions of 

schizophrenia, Kraepelin identified a group of patients with confusion of speech, 

a symptom he described as “schizophasia”, characterized by “an unusually striking 

disorder of expression in speech, with relatively little impairment of the remaining 

psychic activities” (Kraepelin et al., 1919).

These speech disturbances are one of the key diagnostic features (Covington 

et al., 2005; DeLisi, 2001; Kuperberg, 2010). Language and speech are closely 

related to higher-order thought processes, making it one of the most informative 

clinical sources (Elvevåg et al., 2016). Up to 80% of subjects diagnosed with 

schizophrenia-spectrum disorders display some aberrant language production 

(Rodriguez-Ferrera et al., 2001). The most common aspect is poverty of speech. 

However, a broad range of aspects of speech is impacted; these include semantic 

difficulties (related to meaning in language), including incoherent usage of words 

in a narrative, word approximation, missing information and missing references. 

On a syntactic or grammatical level, a reduced complexity has been noted, with 

fewer embedded clauses as well as an increase in other impairments. On a 

phonetic level, increased pausing, hesitation and reduced intonation have been 

found (Covington et al., 2005; Kuperberg, 2010).

Impairments in language can be extremely detrimental for social interactions 

and daily life; the added problems in communication are doubly worrisome 

as people diagnosed with schizophrenia-spectrum disorders have difficulties 

in maintaining relations with others and already are at risk of increased social 

isolation (Michael & Park, 2016; Oliveira et al., 2015). Reduced speech, one of the 

most commonly disturbed aspects, negatively impacts judgments made of the 

speaker by others, where the speaker is regarded as less truthful (De Waele et 

al., 2017). The presence of abnormalities in language is predictive of outcome in 

the ability to work, study and hold social relationships (Bowie & Harvey, 2008; 

Dickinson et al., 2006).

In schizophrenia-spectrum disorders, symptoms can be classified as being 

positive symptoms, meaning something that people normally do not have, such 

as hallucinations, or negative symptoms, where subjects with the disorder lack 

something, such as a lack of motivation. The same categorization can be made 

for speech disturbances. Poverty of speech and reduced grammatical complexity 
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1are thus negative language symptoms (DeLisi, 2001; Fraser et al., 1986). 

Positive language symptoms include neologisms and word approximations and 

associations, such as the usage of “time vessel’’ for a wristwatch or “paperskate” 

for a ballpoint pen (Andreasen, 1986; Covington et al., 2005).

Researchers have used subjective, observation-based rating instruments to 

investigate language disturbances in schizophrenia-spectrum disorder. Clinical 

interviews such as the CASH or the PANSS incorporate items related to speech 

such as increased pausing, poverty of speech or incoherence (Andreasen et al., 

1992; Kay et al., 1987). These and other rating scales have clinical utility, but 

subtle disturbances might not be noticed by raters, especially when phonology 

as well as grammar might be impacted. Symptom rating scales filled by trained 

researchers and clinicians seem to be only modestly related to the objective 

behavior they aim to measure (Cohen et al., 2014). Since the goal of a conversation 

is to communicate information, the interviewer might skip over subtle mistakes or 

inconsistencies, attributing them to common errors in spoken sentences or even 

miss them altogether, whereas these subtle signs might be signals of relapse or of 

a developing disorder.

Indeed, research indicates that language and speech disturbances are 

present in groups of subjects at high risk of developing a schizophrenia-spectrum 

disorder, such as children of parents with a diagnosis in the spectrum (Gupta et al., 

2018; Millman et al., 2014). As noted earlier, language and speech milestones are 

often delayed in children who have early onsets of the disorder (Ambelas, 1992; 

Jones et al., 1994). Retrospective studies in people who later develop schizophrenia 

also show delays in childhood language (Hoff et al., 2005).

Investigating disturbances in produced speech
As mentioned previously, patients with schizophrenia-spectrum disorders display a 

broad range of affected language and speech areas. These also include perceptual 

problems, such as a reduced ability to distinguish tones or to understand complex 

sentences (Champagne-Lavau & Stip, 2010; Davalos et al., 2002; Haigh et al., 2016). 

A tendency to interpret figurative sentences in a literal sense has also been noted 

(Brüne & Bodenstein, 2005; Kiang et al., 2007). On the production side, there is 

also evidence of language disturbances in written material, as well as on social 

media posts (Birnbaum et al., 2019; Willits et al., 2018). However, the focus of the 
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research presented in this dissertation is the production of language, specifically 

spoken language - speech. The disturbances found in this area can be categorized 

as belonging to semantic, syntactic and phonetic domains.

Patients with schizophrenia-spectrum disorders display a multitude of 

semantic problems, related to meaning. These include difficulty in selecting and 

retrieving words (Tan et al., 2015), missing information or vague and confused 

references (“We had to go to court and other bad things”) where the person spoken 

to is not given information necessary for the correct interpretation of a sentence 

(Docherty et al., 1996; Kuperberg, 2010). Sentences might be less coherent or 

jumping from one subject to the other, as given in an example by Bleuler (1911): 

“I always liked geography. My last teacher in that subject was Professor August A. 

He was a man with black eyes. I also like black eyes. There are also blue and grey 

eyes and other sorts, too…”.

The syntactic aspect of speech production is also affected. The grammatical 

disturbances of speech include fewer embedded clauses, as well as a reduction of 

connectives in speech. Overall, a reduced syntactic complexity compared to that of 

healthy controls has been noted (Özcan et al., 2017). Errors in syntax can likewise 

occur. For example, in the sentences “Resk saves the day. They come home” (Çokal 

et al., 2018), “they” is an incorrect plural referent of a single person – “Resk”. While 

not very common, there is an increased tendency to make these morphosyntactic 

errors (Walenski et al., 2010).

Phonetic aspects, including articulation rate, intonation and pausing 

in speech, have been noted clinically to also be affected, especially through 

increased hesitations, slower speech and more and longer pauses (Cohen et al., 

2014). These pauses can be silent or filled with sounds like “uhm”. Another often 

noted phenomenon is flat or monotonous-sounding speech, which is speech 

characterized by a lack of intonation (Covington et al., 2005). Pronunciation 

of vowels is usually unaffected, although there is evidence that antipsychotic 

medication or the side-effects thereof can have an impact on phonetic qualities of 

speech (Sinha et al., 2015; see also chapter 6).

The cause or underlying biological substrate of these wide-ranging 

disturbances in speech has been investigated as well. Neuroimaging studies 

have shown that brain areas involved in speech production such as Broca’s 

and Wernicke’s areas are affected in schizophrenia-spectrum disorders, both 

structurally and functionally during tasks (Kreher et al., 2008; Kuperberg et al., 
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12008; van Dellen et al., 2016). The classic language areas in the brain are found 

in the left half of the cerebral cortex. Interestingly, reduced differences between 

brain halves, also known as a reduced lateralization, has been found in subjects 

with schizophrenia-spectrum disorders (Sommer et al., 2001, 2003). White-matter 

tracts which connect different language brain areas have also been found to be 

impaired in schizophrenia (de Boer et al., 2020), with functional alterations also 

found in individuals at high risk (Thermenos et al., 2013), again suggesting a causal 

role between altered language areas and affected speech in the disorders.

Previous research into language disturbances in schizophrenia-spectrum 

disorders has investigated the aforementioned semantic, syntactic and phonetic 

domains. Since disturbances were observed in clinical practice or research in these 

domains, they were consequently investigated in quantitative computational 

analyses once these methods were developed. The availability of computational 

linguistic tools provides easy and fast analyses using exact and reproducible 

methods.

Quantifying language in schizophrenia
Content analysis – semantics and syntax
Researchers have noted the clinical occurrence of language and speech 

disturbances in schizophrenia-spectrum disorders and have tried to quantify 

aspects of it. For the semantic and syntactic aspects, or what is being said, 

language of transcribed speech has been investigated. Early investigations 

calculated the ratio of word types and tokens; the sentence “the cat sat on the 

mat” has two token of the type “the” with all other types having a single token. 

Subjects with schizophrenia generally have a lower type-token ratio indicating 

lower lexical variation (Pavy et al., 1969). Other early approaches omitted words 

from transcriptions of speech; subsequently, judges had to predict the omitted 

words. The omitted words were harder to predict for subjects with the disorder 

compared to controls (Salzinger et al., 1964). More recent approaches make use 

of a variety of natural language processing (NLP) approaches. These approaches 

aim to develop tools that help to not only computationally understand individual 

words, but everything related to human language. 

By creating word graphs, the flow and connectedness across sentences can 

be quantified (Mota et al., 2012; Palaniyappan et al., 2019). By using the resulting 
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measurements in machine learning classification algorithms, which can predict 

whether a new subject likely belongs to a specific group, up to 94% accuracy was 

achieved in distinguishing speech as belonging to either patients with mania 

or with schizophrenia-spectrum disorders (Mota et al., 2012a). Various NLP 

measurements like type-token ratio and numbers of connectives show differences 

between groups and have therefore been used in research (Bedi et al., 2013; see 

also chapter 6).

Recently, statistical models of language have been widely employed in 

analyzing semantic and syntactical measures of speech. These models are 

categorized as semantic space models. These include methods such as Latent 

Semantic Analysis (Landauer & Dumais, 1997) and word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) 

as well as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and aim to capture underlying patterns in 

language. These NLP models represent words as a series of numbers called vectors. 

These vectors contain abstract aspects of word meanings – “furry” and ”pet” are 

examples of vectors where the word ”cat” might be scored high by the model. 

These vectors can be used to calculate a quantitative distance of meaning between 

words. For example, the vector of “furry” will have a large distance between the 

words “snake” and ”cat”. Words have a value on each of often multiple hundreds 

of vectors, together encoding the meaning. Then, the separation between word 

meanings in a sentence can be calculated, with more recent, complex models 

such as word2vec and BERT also capturing complex relations between words in a 

sentence such as negation, as well as syntactical coherence.

A seminal study by Elvevåg et al. (2007) used latent semantic analysis to show 

significant differences between schizophrenia patients and healthy controls based 

on semantic aspects of speech. These measures were used to classify patients 

from controls – using machine learning algorithms – with 82% accuracy (Elvevåg 

et al., 2007). Further applications showed the capability of this type of analysis 

to distinguish the more subtle differences between subjects with schizophrenia-

spectrum disorders and their non-affected family members (Elvevåg et al., 2010).

 Clinically relevant predictions have been made by Bedi and colleagues, using 

a combination of language complexity measures and latent semantic analysis 

to predict psychosis onset in ultra-high risks group. Predicting onset of early 

psychosis allows for potentially better, earlier care as well as preventing possible 

psychoses due to removing risk factors such as stress. With 100% prediction 

accuracy these promising findings were, however, made in a small sample with 
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1only 5 subjects transitioning to psychosis (Bedi et al., 2015). The model was 

expanded and validated in a larger cross-sample cohort, with 79% prediction 

accuracy across cohorts, making use of a machine learning classifier incorporating 

semantic coherence and pronoun use (Corcoran et al., 2018).

Similar research has focused on using semantic space models of specific 

aspects of language, such as adjectives and adverbs (Bar et al., 2019), achieving 

classification accuracy of up to 81%. The research of Tang and colleagues shows 

that language models like BERT can be more sensitive than clinical raters on 

detecting aspects of impaired speech (Tang et al., 2021). Because of the rapid 

pace of development of semantic models for research in artificial intelligence and 

commercial applications the models are especially promising for the future.

Acoustic analysis – phonetic features
Advances in computational methods similarly have enabled more fine-grained 

and objective quantification of phonetic features, or how things are being said. 

Phonetic analysis using programs such as PRAAT or openSMILE allows for 

automatic calculation of pausing, speech rate, intonation and speech frequencies 

of the acoustic signal present in speech (Boersma & Weenink, 2013; Eyben et al., 

2010). The clinical symptoms of aprosody and poverty of speech, mostly in the 

negative symptom category, can be computationally extracted and quantified 

using this type of algorithms.

When comparing subjects with schizophrenia-spectrum disorders who have 

aprosody and healthy controls, significant differences in pitch variation have been 

found (Compton et al., 2018). pausing and speech rate have similarly shown to be 

significantly differentiating between patients and controls (Compton et al., 2018; 

Gosztolya et al., 2018). Features of frequency associated with specific tongue 

positions have been associated with negative symptoms (Covington et al., 2012).

Similar to approaches employing semantic measures in classification 

algorithms described above, phonetic measures can be used to differentiate 

cases from controls. The percentage of speaking time during an interview can be 

combined with tonal frequencies in speech to classify patients with schizophrenia-

spectrum disorders and healthy controls with comparable accuracy, reaching 

81% (Tahir et al., 2019), with a similar study achieving an overall accuracy of 93% 

(Martínez-Sánchez et al., 2015).
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While these studies show promising results, there have also been studies 

who did not find significant difference in vocal affect or amount of speech between 

subjects with schizophrenia-spectrum disorder and healthy controls (Meaux et al., 

2018), perhaps due to the widely differing methods of assessing and selection of 

speech characteristics (Parola et al., 2020).

Overview and aims
Language analysis in schizophrenia-spectrum disorders is a promising field of 

research. With the advent of computational methods, new approaches have become 

available; on the content side of language, computational techniques massively 

decreased the effort required to characterize written texts or transcribed speech, 

from counting word frequencies to statistically assessing syntactic structures and 

the coherence of meaning in sentences. On the phonetic side of speech, phonetic 

markers such as intonation, timbre, pause rate or fundamental frequency can be 

easily calculated. Initial results show high accuracies in classifying clinical groups.

This dissertation aims to further investigate language disorders in 

schizophrenia-spectrum disorders in a quantitative manner. To achieve this goal, 

interviews with both healthy subjects and subjects diagnosed with a schizophrenia-

spectrum disorder were performed and recorded. These interviews by trained 

researchers encompassed open-ended questions regarding daily life and the 

past, aiming for a semi-structured, neutral, somewhat lighthearted interview. 

Other measures such as cognition, medication usage, and symptom severity 

were also collected. The recorded interviews were then processed, and certain 

features were extracted, either through analysis of the phonetic markers, or after 

transcription to assess semantic or other aspects. In the studies presented below, 

these different aspects of speech are analyzed.

Chapter 2: Clinical use of semantic space models in psychiatry and 
neurology: A systematic review and meta-analysis

Computational word embeddings, used for quantifying the semantic relation 

between words, are a fast-developing tool used for assessing language and speech 

in a variety of psychiatric disorders. Methods of semantic space models, sources 

of language or speech used, as well as psychiatric populations investigated all 

differ. This chapter presents a systematic overview of research, as well as a meta-

analysis of observed effect sides.
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1Chapter 3: Quantified language connectedness in schizophrenia-spectrum 
disorders

In schizophrenia-spectrum disorders, connectedness of language can be impaired, 

clinically observed as incoherence or tangentiality. Using a word2vec semantic 

space model to quantify word connectedness on both word- and sentence-level 

over various ranges of words, this chapter uses these characteristics in a machine 

learning approach to differentiate subjects with schizophrenia-spectrum disorder 

from healthy controls.

Chapter 4: Acoustic speech markers for schizophrenia-spectrum disorders: 
a diagnostic and symptom-recognition tool

Differences in pausing, intonation and other phonetic aspects of speech in 

schizophrenia-spectrum disorder have been noted. These effects can be 

pronounced or, in subjects in remission, quite subtle. In this chapter, phonetic 

features of patient-control differences are investigated, as well as clinically 

relevant subgroups of schizophrenia-spectrum disorders. The phonetic features 

from recorded speech are used in a machine learning approach to show the 

possibility of a diagnostic aid with phonetic speech analysis, as well as its usage as 

a symptom-recognition tool.

Chapter 5: Semantic and phonetic markers in schizophrenia-spectrum 
disorders; a combinatory machine learning approach

Language disturbances in schizophrenia-spectrum disorders are present in both 

the phonetic and the semantic domain. Both have been used for classification, 

and features have sometimes been combined. The overlap as well as the added 

value of combining features of different language domains are assessed in this 

analysis, thus building on the preceding chapters. 

Chapter 6: Language disturbances in schizophrenia: the relation with 
antipsychotic medication

Antipsychotic medication is the first treatment option for schizophrenia-spectrum 

disorders, and while language aberrations are a key symptom, little is known about 

the impact of medication on these symptoms. This chapter investigates speech 

features and their relation to types of dopaminergic affinity of antipsychotic 

medication.
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Chapter 7: General discussion and summary

Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the preceding chapters, putting the findings in 

relation to the literature, and explores pitfalls and promises of speech analysis in 

schizophrenia-spectrum disorders. Considerations and future directions for the 

field are discussed.
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